Local Opticians Is Tops

Ex-Bournemouth Mayoress and Mayor visit to KC Opticians earlier this year

Local Independent Opticians have topped the
recent survey carried out by the WHICH report
(July 2014)… “Head to your local Independent
Opticians if you’re looking for the best place
to buy glasses.”
Well-established names like Boots, Vision Express
and Specsavers lagged far behind in the survey,
and Tesco Opticians was almost at the bottom!
“I am not surprised,” says Mr Ramesh Lal,
Managing Optician at KC Opticians in Kinson,
“I have worked in different types of Opticians
and the big names have become very retail
and cost orientated.
Here at KC Opticians, we make a commitment
to find a balance between the traditional service
and the modern technology. Every person is
individually treated without a conveyor-belt
system. Eye care and stylish glasses are available
at affordable prices in a comfortable environment.”

eyes and look good in the eyewear you choose.
We will help you with both.”
The team includes Hazel Green who has vast
experience in optical dispensing and believes in
personal customer service.
Kinson and surrounding areas of East Howe,
West Howe, Northbourne, Bearcross, and
Bearwood had been without Opticians and
eye care for almost a year until KC Opticians
appeared on the scene.
KC Opticians is very keen to be part of the local
Community and indeed when asked about the
letters KC..., Mr Lal replied, “KC stands for
Kinson Community, and we are proud to be part
of this great community and look forward to the
exciting changes taking place for the area.”

KC Opticians have now been open for almost
18 months and well over a thousand customers
have trusted them for their eye care.
Mr Ramesh Lal continued, “As professional
Opticians, your eye test and eye health form an
important part of our procedures. We also think
that looking good and feeling good about your
glasses, sunglasses or contact lenses is important
too. So KC Opticians want you to have healthy
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